
Business Voice over IP
Overlay User Guide
For business clients that require a hybrid environment (shared IP and analogue lines)
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Welcome to TELUS  
Business Voice over IP–Overlay 

Thank you for choosing TELUS as your telecommunications provider. You now have access to 

advanced features and productivity enhancements that will enable you to be more productive and 

improve your customer interactions, conducting business anytime, anywhere.

This guide will cover the BVoIP Overlay experience and should be considered a companion 

document to the BVoIP Portal Guide, which details the use of the portal for advanced functionality, 

and the BVoIP Standard Features Guide, which contains descriptions and usage instructions for the 

features available using BVoIP endpoints such as an IP-Phone or the Personal Communicator Client 

(softphone). 

If you have questions that are not covered in this guide, please consult your communications 

administrator or TELUS representative for more information.

What is Overlay? 

Overlay is a way for our customers with traditional Centrex or Business Line services to access 

the advanced BVoIP feature set without requiring a full migration to IP infrastructure. Overlay is best 

suited to users that often travel or work remotely rather than users that spend all of their working 

time in the office at their desk. Centrex features like ACD, Group Call Pickup, Hunting and similar are 

not compatible with Overlay. Overlay services allow a number of advanced use cases, including:

Work at home or on the road

The traditional business telephone is perfect for days in the office, but working from home can be 

challenging. With Overlay, users with high speed internet access can connect an IP-Phone, the 

Personal Communicator Client on PC (softphone), or the Mobile Client on iOS (iPhone and iPad) 

and Android to access the BVoIP service for inbound and outbound calls from their business phone 

number, without tying up the home phone line.

Small offices

If a company has chosen to migrate to BVoIP but some offices are too small or otherwise unable to 

get appropriate network access, users in those offices can retain their traditional phones but use 

Overlay to participate in the same communications experience as other fully IP-enabled offices.
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Home offices

For users with business services terminating in a small or home office, Overlay can free people from 

being near their desk phone all the time with advanced call routing capabilities, allowing individuals 

to be more productive while still maintaining reachability. 

How does it work?

Users can choose to retain their primary business phone number (move it to BVoIP) if they like or 

get a new one. TELUS takes the desired primary business phone number and provisions it within 

our BVoIP platform giving users full access to the BVoIP portal as well as the BVoIP feature set (on IP 

devices). If you chose to move your number, we assign a new number on your traditional telephone. 

We then configure our systems so that when someone calls the user, both the traditional telephone 

and any BVoIP devices ring at the same time, and any advanced call rules set up in the portal are 

executed. We do this with a feature called Mobile Extension, which is detailed below. Call Grab, also 

detailed below, is also enabled. This allows users to answer a call on their desk phone, then pull it 

seamlessly to a BVoIP device or application, and vice versa. Finally, we enable a feature so that any 

outbound calls from either your desk phone or BVoIP device appear as though they are coming 

from your primary business number so that when people call you back, they call your Overlay 

number in all cases. 

Most features will be removed from your Centrex or Business Line so that they do not interfere with 

the BVoIP functionality. The BVoIP Portal is then used to access capabilities such as call forwarding, 

advanced call routing, etc. See the Portal Guide for more information.

In most cases, we will also move the user into BVoIP voicemail and ensure that all callers on either 

device are sent to one single voicemail box. 

Guidelines and limitations

Abbreviated Dialing

Your BVoIP and Centrex or Business Line services work together as a hybrid solution, but are 

still separate services. When initiating calls from BVoIP applications, you will only be able to use 

abbreviated (4 digit) dialing with other BVoIP or Overlay users within your customer group. Likewise, 

when making a call from your Centrex phone, you will only be able to use abbreviated (4 digit) dialing 

with other Centrex users within your customer group. It is recommended that Overlay users working 

in the office with their traditional handset make calls using the click to call feature on the portal in 

order to avoid confusion. In this case, you would dial 9, then the full telephone number, or simply 

click on the contact you wish to call. 
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Call Grab Model Access via

Call Grab allows users to move calls between phones,  
softphones and mobile devices. 

All models *  9  1

On a BVoIP device, users can use the star code to move calls seamlessly between their devices. 

For example, if a user initiates a call on their PC Client, they can grab the call to their IP-Phone by 

dialing the star code on their IP-Phone, or vice versa. Calls can also be grabbed from your Centrex 

or Business Line phone using the star code as long as the call was inbound to the primary phone 

number or was placed via the portal (click to call). Calls placed directly from the Centrex or Business 

Line phone are not eligible for call grab. 

Likewise, users can also move calls to their Centrex or Business Line phone or other non-BVoIP 

device. Users dial a special telephone number associated with the Call Grab feature from their 

Centrex or Business Line or other device and a call in progress on their IP-Phone or soft phone will 

move automatically to that device, with no interruption in the conversation. Calls can be moved back 

to the BVoIP device by dialing the star code on the IP-Phone or soft phone. Many users find it most 

convenient to add Call Grab as a speed dial on their phone for easy access. 

Call Grab uses Authorized Numbers to distinguish and control how and if calls can be grabbed. 

Your Centrex or Business Line phone is automatically authorized due to the mobile extension 

feature. To grab calls to your mobile phone as well, your mobile phone number must be configured 

as an Authorized Number on your line. For additional details, please consult the portal guide, your 

communications administrator or TELUS representative.

Toll free number to be dialed from mobile phone to grab the BVoIP call: 

Eastern Canada (Ontario and Quebec): 1-855-502-8647 

Western Canada: 1-855-522-8647

Mobile Extension

Mobile Extension is the feature we use to pair a user’s Centrex or Business Line with their BVoIP 

service so that whenever they receive an incoming call to their BVoIP number, both devices ring. 

Calls inbound to their BVoIP number will ring on both their BVoIP phone and their Centrex or 

Business Line phone. Calls completed in this manner are eligible for Call Grab, meaning that a call 

answered on a Centrex or Business Line via mobile extension can be grabbed to the user’s IP-

Phone or softphone using the Call Grab feature. This is very useful to handle calls received when a 

user is temporarily away from their desk. 

Warning:  
Never change the phone number programmed in the mobile extension field in the BVoIP Portal 

because this number is configured with the new Centrex or Business Line number TELUS has 

assigned to you.
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Call Forward Busy

Call Forward Busy automatically forwards incoming calls to another phone number when the user’s 

(called party’s) line is busy. This feature is programmed on the BVoIP number and will forward calls 

received only when the BVoIP line is busy, this will not apply if the Centrex or Business Line is busy. 

Call Forward No Answer 

Call Forward No Answer automatically forwards an incoming call to another phone number when 

the user (called party) does not answer the call after a preconfigured number of rings. This feature 

will function with both BVoIP and Centrex or Business Line. 

Call Forward Universal

Call Forward Universal forwards all incoming calls to another telephone number controlled by the 

user. This feature will function with both BVoIP and Centrex or Business Line. 

Speed calling short in portal

Speed calling short in portal will only function on the BVoIP devices (mobile devices, Personal Client 

Communicator (PCC) and IP-Phone). 

Click to Call 

Click to call is a feature that allows users to call simply by clicking on the contact information 

displayed on all BVoIP devices (mobile devices, Personal Client Communicator (PCC) and IP-

Phone). The call will originate from the BVoIP number automatically unless you change the number 

in the Click to Call fields “From” in the portal. 

If you wish to change this setting to any other number, just enter this number in the Click to Call 

section in the “From” field in the portal and do not forget to add 9 and/or 1 if you are normally 

required to do so when you place an outbound call. Please remember to add 9 and/or 1 in the “To” 

filed as well if required. 

Simultaneous Ring

Simultaneous Ring allows end-users who wish to conduct business from several possible locations 

must be able to get their business calls from any one of these locations. SimRing addresses this 

need by allowing a predefined group of Directory Numbers (DNs) to be alerted simultaneously 

when a specific member of this group, referred to as the pilot DN, is called. The first alerted DN that 

answers the call is connected to the calling party, while the calls to the other alerted member DNs 

are released. To allow both BVoIP and Centrex or Business Line to ring simultaneously, you need to 

enter the BVoIP number without 9 and/or 1. You can also add any number with the exception of the 

number assigned to your Centrex or Business Line.
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Sequential Ring

Allows users to define a “find-me” list of phone numbers that are alerted sequentially for incoming 

calls that match specified criteria. While the service searches for the user, the caller is provided with 

a greeting followed by periodic comfort announcements. The caller can also interrupt the search 

to leave a message by pressing a key on a touch-tone phone. To allow both BVoIP and Centrex or 

Business Line to ring sequentially, you need to enter the BVoIP number without 9 and/or 1. You can 

also add any number with the exception of the number assigned to your Centrex or Business Line.

Feature Access Codes

Please note that the codes listed in the Standard Features Guide may only be used on a BVoIP 

device: IP-Phone, PCC or Mobile Client. The star codes will not have the intended effect on your 

Centrex or Business Line. Please configure your Overlay service using the BVoIP Portal as outlined 

in the portal user guide rather than attempting to use star codes on your Centrex or Business Line, 

even if you have used them in the past before subscribing to Overlay. While old star codes may 

still work on your line, they can lead to irregular and confusing user experiences. The BVoIP Portal 

provides a much higher level of configurability and flexibility and keeping all your configurations in 

one spot provides a much better user experience. 

We are easily accessible 

Want general, billing or account collection information? Need an addition, a modification, an 

interruption or a repair to your existing service? It’s easy!

Call one number 

1-877-520-1212

■■ We’re accessible from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

■■ Our repair service is available 24/7.


